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ACTIVITY SHEET
ROME | CH2 | 06SLAVERY IN ROME

RESEARCH TASK

TASK

Examine the sources and complete the tasks below. Note: Source 1 relates to the period c. 201 BCE and Source 2 
relates to the second century BCE, i.e. both during the period of the Roman Republic.

1. What does Source 1 suggest about the treatment of slaves?

ACTIVITY

Continued next page

PLAUTUS, PSEUDOLUS, ACT I, SCENE 2
Ballio [slave-owner]: Get out, come, out with you, you rascals; kept at a loss, and 
bought at a loss … [Strikes whip around on all of them.] Never did I see men more 
like asses [donkeys] than you! Why, your ribs are hardened with the stripes. If one 
flogs you, he hurts himself the most: [Aside.] Regular whipping posts are they all, 
and all they do is to pilfer [steal], … drink, eat, and abscond [run away]! Oh! they 
look decent enough; but they’re cheats in their conduct … So you think, I guess, 
you’ll get the better of this whip and of me – by your stout hides! … But your hides 
won’t prove harder than my good cowhide. [He flourishes it.] … Give heed to this! 
[He flogs one slave.] Well? Does it hurt? … Now stand all of you here, you race born 
to be thrashed! Turn your ears this way! … You, fellow! that’s got the pitcher, fetch 
the water … You who’s got the ax, look after chopping the wood.

CATO THE ELDER, AGRICULTURE, CHS. 56–59
Country slaves ought to receive in the winter, when they are at work, four modii [one 
modius equals about a quarter bushel] of grain; and four modii and a half during the 
summer … slaves in chains four pounds of bread in winter and five pounds from the 
time when the work of training the vines ought to begin until the figs have ripened. 

Wine for the slaves. After the vintage let them drink from the sour wine for three 
months. The fourth month let them have a hemina [about half a pint] per day or two 
congii and a half [over seven quarts] per month. During the fifth, sixth, seventh, 
and eighth months let them have a sextarius [about a pint] per day or five congii 
per month. Finally, in the ninth, tenth, and the eleventh months, let them have 
three hemina [three-fourths of a quart] per day, or an amphora [about six gallons] 
per month. On the Saturnalia and on Compitalia each man should have a congius 
[around three quarts].

To feed the slaves. Let the olives that drop of themselves be kept so far as possible. 
Keep too those harvested olives that do not yield much oil …, for they last a long 
time. When the olives have been consumed, give out the brine and vinegar. You 
should distribute to everyone a sextarius of oil per month … 

As for clothes, give out a tunic of three feet and a half, and a cloak once in two 
years … Once in two years, good shoes should be given.
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2. What does Source 2 suggest about how slaves were provided for?

3. Judging from the sources, how would you describe the experience of slavery in Rome? To what extent did slaves 
have rights and protections?


